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Abstract

With the recent advent of effective and practical virtual machine introspection tools, we revisit the use of hybrid honeypots as a means to implement automated malware collection and analysis. We introduce VMI-Honeymoon, a high-interaction honeypot monitor which uses virtual machine memory introspection on Xen. VMI-Honeymoon remains transparent to the monitored virtual machine and bypasses reliance on the untrusted guest kernel by utilizing memory scans for state reconstruction. VMI-Honeymoon builds on open-source introspection and forensics tools that provide a rich set of information about intrusion and infection processes while enabling the automatic capture of the associated malware binaries. Our experiments show that using VMI-Honeymoon in a hybrid setup expands the range of malware captures and is effective in capturing both known and unclassified malware samples.

1 Introduction

In recent years there have been significant research and development efforts to move honeypots into an isolated environment provided by virtualization technology. Virtualized environments enable transparent, tamper resistant virtual machine introspection (VMI); however, we must tackle the semantic gap problem [4][9]: reconstructing high-level state information from low-level data sources. Many VMI based intrusion detection systems (IDS) and Honeypots aim to bridge the semantic gap by intercepting system calls through the virtual machine monitor (VMM). While this approach has been proven to be an effective method [26][13][6][14], prior works required changes to the hypervisor [6][15][37][35][25] and is vulnerable to in-guest detection of the monitoring environment which can allow malware to disable or modify its behavior [2][27].

In contrast to system call interception, purely memory-based introspection requires no changes to the hypervisor [33][10]. Analysis based upon this technique permits an IDS tool to monitor the virtual machine (VM or guest) without altering its execution, and thus monitoring becomes increasingly transparent to the VM. The major challenge of reconstructing the state of the VM from memory is being able to tackle the semantic gap problem without relying on the guest OS’s kernel data-structures. These data-structures could be tampered with by malicious software [1], such as rootkits, and therefore should not be exclusively relied upon [5].

We present a virtualized hybrid honeypot system that uses low-interaction honeypots (LIH) in conjunction with memory introspection based high-interaction honeypots (HIH) to detect and capture malware. To assist in reliably bridging the semantic gap, our system uses forensics tools to bypass the guest kernel to reconstruct the state of the VM. At the same time, inspection from this perspective enhances the transparency of the monitoring environment, as no modification is made to the VMM.

2 Related work

VMI based IDS was first introduced by Garfinkel et. al. [13]. They modified a version of VMware Workstation, a VMM intended for desktop use, to add hooks for observing VM memory, CPU registers, and emulated devices; to reconstruct the state of the VM using the data obtained, they extended a tool more commonly used to examine Linux kernel crash dumps. Similarly, VMwatcher [15] implemented hooks into several VMMs to inspect the memory and filesystem of a guest OS; this data was exported to a separate VM where the memory was compared to a clean state and anti-virus tools run on the filesystem. Both approaches relied heavily upon the guest OS kernel to reconstruct the state of the VM. As a result, they were vulnerable to various kernel subversion techniques: intrusions remained undetectable if they did not modify the filesystem, lacked an anti-virus signature,
or altered kernel data-structures as a means of disguise [1].

Zhang et. al. proposed a purely system call interception based IDS using a modified Xen VMM to analyze and detect intrusions [37]. Similarly, Ether [6], a project developed by Dinaburg et al. is a malware analyzer that uses hardware-assisted virtualization for guests. As Ether utilizes Xen HVM, it executes native CPU instructions, thus does not suffer from incomplete or inaccurate system emulation as other hardware emulators do, such as Qemu. Nevertheless, Pek et. al. showed that Ether is still vulnerable to timing attacks because of implementation issues that reveal the presence of Ether to the guest OS [27].

Argos [28], a Honeypot system developed by Portokalidis et. al. uses system emulation with a modified version of Qemu to perform a hybrid system call interception and memory analysis technique called taint analysis, in which bytes originating from the network are flagged "dirty" and are tracked in the system memory. Argos aims to detect when dirty bytes are being passed for execution to extract the malicious software from memory. While effective, Slowinska et. al. [32] point out that this technique is problematic due to the high ratio of false positives experienced during detection.

Srivastava et. al. implemented a VMI-based firewall [33] called VMwall using the Xen VMM. VMwall captured network flows and, using the XenAccess library [26], correlated them with processes running within a VM. VMwall accomplishes the correlation by extracting information from data-structures of the guest’s Linux kernel. Dolan-Gavitt et. al. [10] later noted that the same functionality can be achieved by utilizing forensics tools, such as Volatility, to inspect the guest kernel data-structures in conjunction with XenAccess. As both approaches rely on VM kernel data-structures, they are vulnerable to the same kernel subversion attacks previously mentioned. Our approach is a natural extension to the line of future work proposed by Dolan-Gavitt et. al. and takes advantage of recent developments in the XenAccess successor library to bypass reliance upon untrusted kernel data-structures to reconstruct the state of the VM.

3 Design and Implementation

Our architecture uses open-source tools to integrate virtual machine introspection into a hybrid testbed. In contrast to prior work, our approach minimizes the use of the untrusted guest kernel to improve introspection resiliency against rootkits and other malware. This is achieved by using memory scanning and fingerprinting to accurately reconstruct the state of the VM. In the following section, we provide an in-depth description of the system components, shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: System overview](image.png)

3.1 Xen, LibVMI and Volatility

During our implementation process we experimented with two open-source hypervisors, Xen [36] and KVM [18]. While our system was operational on both platforms, Xen was chosen for our experiments due to system stability issues experienced with KVM. Xen is a bare-metal hypervisor running at the lowest and most privileged mode of the CPU. In such a system, Xen presides over multiple operating systems, known as domains, with the Xen management domain (dom0) granting privileged access.

LibVMI [24], the successor to the XenAccess library, is an introspection library written in C that builds upon low-level functionality provided by the hypervisor itself. Xen allows visibility into many aspects of a virtual machine, including CPU state and guest memory. LibVMI offers a set of functions that encapsulate hypervisor features, providing convenient access to each virtual CPU (including registers), perform page table translations, and read guest memory. Notably, unlike earlier introspection tools, it requires no alteration of the Xen VMM. Running in userspace within dom0, a program
are initiated by timers and by detecting network events. Event-driven monitoring, in our setup, the volatility scans get datastructure. As currently LibVMI doesn’t provide byte in the inspected memory as a candidate for the target datastructure. As currently LibVMI doesn’t provide event-driven monitoring, in our setup the volatility scans are initiated by timers and by detecting network events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Is scanner?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ssdt</td>
<td>Print the Native and GDI System Service Descriptor Tables.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ldmodul</td>
<td>Cross-reference memory mapped files with the 3 PEB DLL lists.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aphihooks</td>
<td>Detect IAT, EAT, and Inline hooks in process or kernel memory.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idt</td>
<td>Dump the Interrupt Descriptor Table and check for inline API hooks.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gdt</td>
<td>Dump the Global Descriptor Table.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>callbacks</td>
<td>Print kernel callbacks of various types.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psscan</td>
<td>Scan memory for EPROCESS objects.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modscan</td>
<td>Scan memory for LDR_DATA_TABLE_ENTRY objects.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driverscan</td>
<td>Scan memory for DRIVER_OBJECT objects.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filescan</td>
<td>Scan memory for FILE_OBJECTS objects.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutantscan</td>
<td>Scan memory for KMUTANT objects.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thrdsan</td>
<td>Scan memory for ETHREAD objects.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sockscan</td>
<td>Scan memory for socket objects.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>svsccan</td>
<td>Scan the Service Control Manager for information on Windows services.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Volatility tests utilized.

utilizing LibVMI is isolated from the monitored guest and therefore protected from tampering by the software inside the VM. As no changes are made to the VMM, monitoring with LibVMI dodges timing attacks that rely upon observation of time skew introduced by additional hooks in the VMM. Similarly, the memory introspection makes no changes to the VM’s memory during inspection; therefore, the presence of the monitoring environment remains transparent to the guest.

The LibVMI API functions are accessible via a Python interface which is used by a Volatility extension to access the memory of the guest VM. Volatility is the most popular open source memory forensics tool, incorporating templates for Windows and Linux, and several plugins such as seen in Table 1. While some of the Volatility plugins rely upon the guest kernel entry-points (such as the linked list of running processes) to access datastructures, a set of Scanner plugins are also available that bypass the guest kernel entirely to retrieve these structures. This analysis method allows detection of hidden or otherwise disguised kernel data.

The Scanner plugins operate by fingerprinting each byte in the inspected memory as a candidate for the target datastructure. As currently LibVMI doesn’t provide event-driven monitoring, in our setup the Volatility scans are initiated by timers and by detecting network events.

### 3.2 Honeybrid, DNSChef and Dionaea

One of our design objectives was to provide a separation between intrusions on the HIH so that the memory footprint we obtain can be assigned to a single intrusion session. Another objective was to tightly control the outgoing connection attempts initiated by HIH to minimize the security risk an infection poses to other entities. Figure 2 shows the layout of our network setup.

Honeybrid [3] is an open-source honeynet coordinator that is designed to reduce the load on HIHs by utilizing low-interaction honeypots (LIH) as filters on the incoming traffic. Honeybrid also provides fine-grained control over outgoing connections from the honeynet, which can be easily extended by creating additional decision modules for Honeybrid.

In our setup, we used the open-source Dionaea honeypot [7] as our LIH, and we created a Honeybrid module to monitor Dionaea’s actions via XMPP messages to prevent repeated captures from the same IP. The XMPP messages are exchanged between Dionaea and Honeybrid through a Prosody XMPP server [29]. Utilizing these messages Honeybrid filters out IPs that have previously dropped a payload on the LIH. Another Honeybrid module was created to restrict the use of the HIH to one attacker at a time and to initiate the Volatility scans to detect intrusions when a particular event occurs, such as a connection time-out.

The control module we created for Honeybrid redirects outgoing DNS queries to DNSChef [8] for logging purposes and only allows outgoing connections back to the attacker. All other connection attempts result in Honeybrid initiating a final Volatility scan of the VM and reverting the VM to the virgin state. When Honeybrid observes no traffic to the HIH from the attacker for two minutes, the same actions are taken: initiating Volatility scans and reverting the VM.

To avoid a single attacker taking over our HIH for an extended period of time, we placed an additional timer on the attack sessions which sets an absolute allowed timeframe of 10 minutes. After 10 minutes the attacker is redirected to the LIH and the HIH is scanned for intrusions and reverted to the virgin state. We chose 10 minutes as a maximum limit because in our observation with Dionaea infections occurred within a minute of the connection being established while others reported an average of three minutes [17]. However, malware may choose to wait longer as a detection avoidance technique.

### 3.3 The HIH

The HIH was running Windows XP SP2 with 128MB RAM as a VM. The configuration of Windows was slightly modified to simplify tracking of memory.
changes that occur upon intrusion. Automated system processes were disabled such as automatic updates, automatic defragmentation and screensavers. An alternative approach would be to whitelist memory changes associated with these processes. We installed no additional software in the HIH and therefore only the default TCP ports were open: 135, 139 and 445.

Since LibVMI and Volatility supports all versions of Windows, VMI-Honeymon could also operate on a wide-range of HIHs. So far we have only experimented with Windows XP SP2 as it had been the standard platform for other introspection based Honeypots [6][9].

### 3.4 VMI-Honeymon, LibVirt and qcow2

To perform anomaly detection in the output of Volatility’s various plugins, we created VMI-Honeymon (honeypot monitor), written in Perl, to execute Volatility and parse the results in parallel. In our setup, VMI-Honeymon resides in a separate domain from Honeybrid, listening to commands through a TCP socket. The anomaly detector compares the Volatility results obtained from the live HIH to results that were obtained from the virgin state of the HIH. By checking and comparing all elements, VMI-Honeymon flags all deviations as an anomaly. This method has been effective in detecting a wide range of changes in the HIH during intrusions which is further discussed in Section 4.

To automate back-up and restore procedures, VMI-Honeymon takes advantage of functionality provided by LibVirt[20] to automatically save the entire memory of the HIH and revert it to the virgin state when required. By saving the entire memory and filesystem of the VM in an initial ”snapshot” operation, VMI-Honeymon can quickly revert the HIH to that virgin state without requiring a complete reboot of VM. To stream-line the process of filesystem restoration, we utilize the qcow2 (Qemu copy-on-write) format through the Xen blktap2 driver. Qcow2 works by utilizing a base-image of the filesystem and a copy-on-write image that keeps only the changes that were made. Since no changes are written to the base-image during operations on the qcow2 image, the two main advantages are its small storage requirement and the ability to keep infections in a contained environment.

### 3.5 Libguestfs and VirusTotal

By utilizing Volatility’s filescan plugin, VMI-Honeymon can quickly detect files that are likely candidates for malware binaries. To extract these binaries, we utilize Libguestfs [19], an open source library developed by RedHat intended for analysis and manipulation of guest filesystems. Libguestfs operates by launching a small Linux appliance inside Qemu and attaches to the filesystem of the running VM. In our setup Libguestfs attaches to the guest filesystem in read-only mode to avoid creating discrepancies in the filesystem.

As filescan provides a very rich set of information, some of the files that were flagged by the anomaly detector were not actually changed but have simply been opened by processes. To filter out these false-positives, VMI-Honeymon compares the SHA1 checksum of the candidate files in the running VM to the virgin state and only extracts new files or files with changed checksums.

The extracted files are further checked by VMI-Honeymon to determine if the file is a binary to eliminate the extraction of log files which are less likely to contain infections. During the extraction process, VMI-Honeymon also submits the samples to VirusTotal (VT) [34] for analysis. VirusTotal is an online resource which provides an API for automatically scanning samples by a set of popular antivirus software. We used VirusTotal to estimate the number of binaries containing malware. As VirusTotal uses 42 antivirus products to scan the submitted samples, we can effectively determine whether the sample is classified or unknown.

### 4 Tests and Experiments

To evaluate our system’s performance and effectiveness, we have conducted several tests and experiments which are discussed in the following section.

#### 4.1 Performance

During regular operation of VMI-Honeymon, Volatility scans and baseline comparison took an average of 30 seconds; reverting the VM to a clean state took an average of 25 seconds. We performed further benchmarks of our system with varying VM memory sizes for which
the results can be seen in Figure 4. The hardware specs of our system were as follows: second generation Intel i7-2600 quad-core CPU with Intel VT-x and VT-d, Intel DQ67SW motherboard, 16GB DDR3 1333Mhz RAM and two 1.5TB SATA 6.0Gb/s 5900RPM hard-drives using Intel Rapid Storage Technology in RAID 1.

The snapshot operation consists of creating a memory backup, a filesystem backup and running initial Volatility scans on the VM. Libguestfs checksum creation of the entire filesystem is a separate step in the snapshot operation not affected by the memory size of the VM and which takes an additional 5-6 minutes to finish (not shown on Figure 4). From our benchmarks it is clear that the memory scanning plugins of Volatility take longer with growing memory size, seen in Figure 3. Nevertheless, even with 2GB of RAM the majority of the scans finished in about a minute.

The anomaly detection did indeed pick up the changes in the memory, particularly the presence of our remote shell, cmd.exe and the presence of a new TCP socket. This intrusion resulted in a total of 127 changes in memory, predominantly new threads spawning according to thrdscan, various dll’s being loaded into memory according to ldrmodules and those dll’s being opened for reading according to filescan.

We conducted an additional test where we used Metasploit’s auxiliary smb_version scan to fingerprint the HIH and ran our anomaly detection tool to see if a simple fingerprint operation results in detectable changes. Indeed, running smb_version resulted in a set of changes in filescan and ldrmodules in relation to the kernel modules “spools” and “browser”. While the number of changes was small, six changes in the output of filescan and a single change in ldrmodules, this test illustrates the sensitivity of our anomaly detector.

4.3 Rootkits

To further test our system we obtained recent samples from contagioexchange [23] of the “Sinowal Mebroot Torpig” family and manually infected the HIH with the trojan (md5sum 13ce4cd7b745a12990dc8423-15328). This malware was chosen as it is known for disabling itself when a virtualized environment [21][30]. We observed significant changes all around the memory footprint of the VM, most notably, changes in the Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT) and the Global Descriptor Table (GDT). A total number of 78 changes were detected, including changes with psscan, mutantscan, filescan and ldrmodules. The only filesystem change occurred during execution of the malicious binary we placed in the HIH. No outgoing connection attempts were detected during this infection. Table 2 shows a snippet of the memory changes detected by VMI-Honeymon.

Similar results were obtained while infecting the HIH with a TDL4 sample (md5sum 1ca0ca80bf70ca9-99be809edc2606ac0). This malware was also chosen for the known behaviour of disabling itself when a virtualized environment is detected [12]. The infection trig-

4.2 Testing with Metasploit

To verify that our system is able to detect intrusions, we exploited the HIH using Metasploit’s ms08_067_netapi [31] remote code execution exploit for the SMB stack, an exploit also used by the Conficker malware [22]. This exploit was chosen as Conficker infections had been observed on our LIH with Dionaea on multiple occasions.
gered detection by modifying the IDT and GDT kernel tables and by changing the output of `mutantscan`, `files-`can and `ldrmodules`.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gdt values</td>
<td>&quot;Sel Base Limit Type DPL Gr Pr&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gdt</td>
<td>&quot;0x38 0x0 0xffffffff Data RW Ac 3 By P&quot; is missing/changed!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gdt</td>
<td>&quot;0x40 0x400 0xffffffff Data RW Ac 3 By P&quot; is missing/changed!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gdt</td>
<td>New element: &quot;0x38 0x7fffffff Data RW Ac 3 By P&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idt values</td>
<td>&quot;Index Selector Function Value [Details]&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idt</td>
<td>&quot;21 8 - 0x0&quot; is missing/changed!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idt</td>
<td>New element: &quot;21 C7 - 0x0&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sinowal Mebroot Torpig detection (snippet).

### 4.4 Live captures

To expose our system to malicious traffic, it was placed on a University network with the University firewall configured to allow all incoming and outgoing connections. Nevertheless we discovered that traffic originating from outside the University network is still being filtered by the University’s ISP which blocks some of the incoming malicious traffic. During our initial Metasploit tests described above, our external IP was blocked from accessing the University network for approximately ten minutes. Nonetheless external malicious traffic still reaches our system, where we recorded 1,158,477 TCP and 467,173 UDP connections in two weeks.

The HIH was exposed to 6,335 connections during this time in 1,980 sessions. `VMI-Honeymoon` extracted a total of 886 unique binaries out of which 236 were verified as being malicious by VirusTotal. Dionaea in the same time captured 1,411 binaries out of which 431 were verified by VirusTotal.

One of the worms that has triggered the vast majority of Dionaea captures on our LIH is Conficker. Similarly, we have observed several Conficker infections on our HIH, constituting 14% of the total number of unique captures and 53% of all captures that had a detection with VirusTotal. We observed several variants of Conficker trying to connect to the default gateway on port 445, possibly trying to propagate on the local network (LAN), and also trying to initiate connections to unknown web-servers. A detection and capture snippet of Conficker can be seen in Table 3. Another subset of samples, an infection we have not observed previously with Dionaea, triggered detection only with McAfee-GW-Edition according to VirusTotal with a detection named “Heuristic.BehavesLike.Exploit.CodeExec.L”. Figure 5 shows details of unique binary captures with VirusTotal detection, both from the LIH and HIH.

We further evaluated how many infections tried establishing a connection to an IP other than the attacker, which can be seen in Figure 6. The results show us that sessions which resulted in the HIH trying to connect out had a higher number of binary captures with 98% of the captures being verified by VirusTotal. On the other hand, the majority of the sessions with no outgoing connection attempts resulted in no modification to the filesystem. Furthermore, only 26% of the files extracted during these sessions were verified by VirusTotal. As such, it is reasonable to assert that an outgoing connection attempt is a better indicator of a succesful exploit but it should not be relied upon as the sole indicator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sockscan values</td>
<td>&quot;Offset PID Port Proto Address Create Time&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sockscan</td>
<td>New element: &quot;0x00a6e7a0 984 1039 6 TCP 0.0.0.0 2012-04-10 04:10:37&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sockscan</td>
<td>New element: &quot;0x01085e98 984 1032 17 UDP 127.0.0.1 2012-04-10 04:09:48&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sockscan</td>
<td>New element: &quot;0x0109ae98 984 7054 6 TCP 0.0.0.0 2012-04-10 04:10:20&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filescan values</td>
<td>&quot;Phys.Addr. Obj Type #Ptr #Hnd Access Name&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filescan</td>
<td>New element: &quot;0x010c7120 0x80e94ad0 1 0 R–r–d /WINDOWS/system32/fmrmj.dll&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Conficker infection (snippet).

### 5 Lessons learned

Operating a HIH has many benefits over a LIH. Foremost, an attacker can quickly discover that the services provided by the LIH are emulated [16] and thus avoid sending a payload. The services provided by the HIH are not emulated and as such, remote fingerprinting in this way will be ineffective. In our setup we utilized a hybrid-approach in which the presence of the LIH is detectable. Furthermore, the presence of Honeybrid is detectable through TCP timestamps when a connection is forwarded to the HIH therefore Honeybrid has to be extended to fabricate timestamps that hide the redirection process from the remote host.

As the HIH runs in fully-virtualized mode, it does not suffer from incomplete or inaccurate system emulation.

Figure 5: Unique binary captures with VirusTotal detection.
While it is still possible to discover that the HIH is a VM once the attacker is inside, the extra monitoring layer utilized by VMI-Honeymon will remain transparent. Possible timing-attacks to discover our monitoring environment might attempt to measure the memory bandwidth fluctuation caused by our scans. Nevertheless, memory bandwidth fluctuation is not a unique sign of a monitoring environment as running multiple guests can cause the same symptoms.

From the results we obtained from live captures, it is clear that extracting binaries based on filesystem changes can be circumvented or evaded. A malware may choose to remain in memory for a period of time or require some other trigger, such as connecting back to the command and control center, before modifying the filesystem (if at all). In accordance with our containment policy these attempts are not allowed to leave our network, therefore a more refined containment policy might be required. As future work, we are also planning to implement the extraction of the memory space of suspicious processes with Volatility to overcome the limitation of filesystem-based extraction.

While entirely bypassing our anomaly detection would require precise knowledge of the initial state of the HIH, it is still possible that parts of an intrusion could go undetected. Memory polling on a live VM means that memory regions that are in fast-flux might not be properly fingerprinted by Volatility. Additionally, the scanners progress linearly from the first byte of the inspected memory, therefore it is possible that a malware could move its memory structures to a region that has already been scanned and thus avoid detection. This approach would require the malware to completely erase or overwrite its original memory location and is also dependent upon precise knowledge of when the tests are initiated and how long it takes for each scan to progress through the memory. Both shortcomings could be avoided by pausing the HIH while the Volatility checks are running but this approach would make the presence of VMI-Honeymon detectable to the VM by observing the timedilation caused by the pause. An alternative implementation could use a shadow-copy of the VM memory that remains static for the duration of the scans using copy-on-write techniques as presented by Vrable et. al. [35].

Another limitation of memory scanning is that if the malware alters the data-structures by overwriting non-essential fields used to fingerprint the memory location, it could avoid detection. This limitation could be mitigated by creating robust signatures for the kernel data-structures, outlined in [11], which makes it significantly harder for malware to hide from scanning.

6 Conclusion

The system we presented is a proof-of-concept integration of a virtualized, hybrid honeypot architecture with memory introspection and forensics tools. We were able to capture and analyze 2,297 malware samples in a period of two weeks, of which 71% were unclassified by antivirus vendors at the time of capture. By melding forensics tools with live memory introspection to implement an automated high-interaction honeypot, we were able to expand the range of malware binary captures by 25% compared to operating only a LIH, as shown on Figure 5. While calculating the number of unique binaries captured based on md5 sums is standard, it is worth noting that these numbers are adversely effected by malware packing and do not necessarily mean a unique or new malware. Future work will establish more accurate classification of the samples by clustering the observed memory changes to identify malware families.

While our implementation is an effective and practical solution to achieve automated malware capture, many opportunities remain for future enhancements. The semantic gap problem remains an open research issue, while advancements in introspection libraries continue to narrow the divide. Expanding the scope of our methodology to monitor other operating systems as high-interaction honeypots, while completely supported, also remains unexplored.
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